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Chapter 1890 Guarding the Mausoleum 

Only then did Lu Ye realize that the love bath was boiling. 

Moreover, the water all turned bright red. 

It was as if all the blood in his body was drained and drained into the water. 

Lu Ye looked down at his body again, and it was completely red. 

It’s not wrong that this blood flowed out of him. 

But there was no pain whatsoever. 

For Lu Ye at this moment, the cleansing water has surpassed the importance of victory 
or defeat. 

For a long time, he had a lump in his heart. 

This pool of love water helped him verify some things. 

Lu Ye was relieved. 

He looked up at the ceiling and asked lightly, “This level should be over.” 

After a long time, in the air, a faint voice sounded, “It’s over.” 

Lu Ye didn’t answer, he knew that the idiot in the world still had something to say. 

“Alas, you lost the game, but you won me.” 

“In this trial, I am the only loser.” 

“Hohohoho, it’s ridiculous. For so many years, I have tried to use this pool of water to 
forcibly suppress the thoughts in my heart, but I didn’t think that the backlashes of the 
thoughts would turn out to be so overwhelming and terrifying.” 

“I lost, I lost completely, I lost to that woman, I lost to time, and I lost to myself.” 

“It’s over, it’s over, that’s fine.” 

Hearing this, Lu Ye frowned slightly. 



I always feel that the last sentence of the human world is crazy, and there is something 
in the words. 

Just as Lu Ye was thinking about it, a shadow suddenly appeared in front of him. 

Lu Ye’s eyes widened when he saw the scene in front of him. 

Because he couldn’t believe it at all, could the shadow in front of him be a human 
shadow? 

Lu Ye saw that a columnar hairy thing appeared in front of his eyes. 

This thing, one meter five in height, was covered with a thick layer of hair. 

The hair is gray and white, and it looks very scruffy, and it is dark and irrelevant. 

“It’s ridiculous, maybe in front of you is a senior, but his real appearance is so messed 
up that he can’t even be regarded as a person.” The thing in front of him let out a sad 
laugh. 

This made Lu Ye sure that this thing is actually a mortal idiot! 

And just when Lu Ye wanted to speak, the old man who was outside rushed in. 

They couldn’t hold back. 

They want to come in and scold the idiots of the world. 

Scolding him for having good things but hiding them and not sharing them with them. 

But after rushing in, the words that I wanted to scold in my heart were stuck in my throat 
and couldn’t come out. 

They saw such a human idiot. 

One by one stood still. 

The eyes have gradually changed. 

“Idiot in the world, is this really you? After not seeing you for so many years, you turned 
into such a ghost…” 

As an elder spoke, his voice choked up. 

As if youth was gone forever. 



Grandpa green dog. 

Su Emei looked at the human idiot in front of her, and fell into a sluggishness. 

She couldn’t help but look at Xu Rushuang, “Isn’t a mortal idiot in your mouth a 
handsome uncle who is 1.8 meters tall? Why…” 

With the ball of hair in front of him, it was difficult for Su Emei to hook up with the 
handsome uncle. 

“The years are not forgiving, and my sister is also ruthless…” Xu Rushuang’s eyes were 
full of emotion, but in the end they could only be turned into these ten words. 

“Idiot in the world, what have you experienced?” The living ghost couldn’t help but 
sighed faintly. 

“What have I experienced? Hohohoho, what else can I go through? I am trapped in this 
corner, guarding a body of living dead, thinking that I have done all the things in the 
world with love and infatuation, and I only found out now, it’s just my love and my wish. , 
King Xiang’s dream…It’s ridiculous, sad…” After experiencing the backlash from the 
wash of love water, the human idiot laughed miserably as if he had come to a 
realization. 

For decades, he has stuck to this place, guarding the little heavenly girl left by Miss Su. 

He thought that by keeping some of Miss Su’s things, he was keeping a love. 

He is like a mausoleum keeper, who has been doing his best for the past few years, 
preventing external offenses and suppressing feelings in his heart. 

It’s just that he never thought, does it make sense to do so? 

Miss Su, do you accept this love? 

I am afraid that King Xiang has a thousand dreams, and the goddess has no heart to 
care about his feelings. 

After a big dream, I finally woke up. 

What a joy! 

How sad. 

Seeing such a human idiot, Su Emei’s eyes instantly turned red. 

As if something touched her. 



The mortal idiot has never left here in all these years. 

Even eating and drinking, everyone didn’t know how he solved it. 

He is like a mouse living in the ground, not seeing the sun and burying people’s hearts. 

From a handsome uncle, he has now fallen into the appearance of being neither a ghost 
nor a ghost. 

Is he in love? 

Have! 

Is he wrong? 

Not to mention. 

And is Miss Su, whom he longs for, ruthless? 

Not really. 

Su Emei suddenly looked at Lu Ye, but saw that Lu Ye was also thinking. 

She couldn’t help saying to Lu Ye, “Are you familiar? This scene.” 

Lu Ye was silent, and did not pay any attention to Su Emei. 

However, Su Emei said to herself: “Can we say that Miss Su is ruthless and unjust? If it 
is me, I can’t say it. Emotions are always two-sided things. I’d like to look back. Instead, 
I admire Miss Su’s character, and if I don’t love it, I won’t leave any room for it. “ 

Speaking of this, she showed a bitter smile. 

When Miss Su encounters such a scene, Su Emei is not like this. 

It’s just that Miss Su is the one who doesn’t drag her feet if she doesn’t love her. 

On the other hand, Su Emei has become the other side as stupid as a human idiot. 

She couldn’t help thinking of her relationship with Lin Jiang and Gu Xinyu. 

How similar. 

In a few decades, will I be another human idiot? 

Su Emei’s face was miserable. 



Similarly, Su Emei also thought of Lu Ye. 

Between Lu Ye and Feng Xue, there was also a Li Chunfeng who died if he didn’t love 
him because of wishful thinking. 

It’s just that, Miss Su, Lin Jiang, and Lu Ye, the two brothers finally softened their 
hearts. 

They don’t have the open-mindedness and determination of Miss Su who is detached 
from the world and regardless of sentiment. 

The room they left is poison and dagger! 

It was fed to the spring breeze and stabbed at me, Su Emei. 

For a while, Su Emei gradually became more and more miserable. 

Seems like I figured out something. 

Miss Su, you are so hardworking. 

At this time, from the ball of hair, a shriveled and thin hand stretched out. 

The hand was on the table, pouring a cup of tea tremblingly. 

And then indented into the hair ball. 

I couldn’t hear the sound of gulps, and I couldn’t see the picture of the teacup being 
delivered. 

Only the choked and sad voice of Human World Chi, “Lu Ye, you go, the little girl you 
need is underground.” 

The voice fell, and in a corner of this small room, a door slowly opened. 

It was dark and dark inside the door, and cold air came out. 

It’s like a heart, after thousands of sails never disappeared, it’s completely cold in this 
life. 

 


